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ABSTRACT
The planar magnetic reconnection problem for viscous, resistive plasmas is addressed. We show that
solutions can be developed by superposing transient nonlinear disturbances onto quiescent
““ background ÏÏ Ðelds. The disturbance Ðelds are unrestricted in form, but the spatial part of the back-
ground Ðeld must satisfy +2K \ [jK. This decomposition allows previous analytic reconnection solu-
tions, based on one-dimensional disturbance Ðelds of ““ plane wave ÏÏ form, to be recovered as special
cases. However, we point out that planar disturbance Ðelds must be fully two-dimensional to avoid the
pressure problem associated with analytic merging models, that is, to avoid unbounded current sheet
pressures in the limit of small plasma resistivities. The details of the reconnection problem are then illus-
trated using cellular background Ðeld simulations in doubly periodic geometries. The Ñux pile-up rate is
shown to saturate when the pressure of the current sheet exceeds the hydromagnetic pressure of the
background Ðeld. Although the presaturation regime is well described by one-dimensional current sheet
theory, the nonlinear postsaturation regime remains poorly understood. Preliminary evidence suggests
that, although after saturation the early evolution of the Ðeld can be described by slow Sweet-Parker
scalings, the Ðrst implosion no longer provides the bulk of the energy release.
Subject headings : MHD È plasmas È waves
1. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection can occur when topologically
separate magnetic Ñux regions are driven together. Topo-
logical change is e†ected by cutting and rejoining Ðeld lines
at localized sites determined by the null-points of the Ðeld
(e.g., Parker 1979). It is suspected that the energy liberated
in magnetic merging can be huge, perhaps sufficient to
power the explosive release of the solar Ñare. The problem is
that, for weakly resistive astrophysical plasmas, a collapse
to extremely small length scales has to be involved if a
physically signiÐcant reconnection rate is to be achieved.
The difficulties of modeling a global nonlinear process,
involving localized sites of energy release, has undoubtedly
inhibited the development of plausible magnetic reconnec-
tion mechanisms.
The problem of incompressible merging in two space
dimensions provides the simplest setting for magnetic
reconnection. Even so, a plausible description valid at rea-
listic plasma resistivities has proved elusive. Analytic solu-
tions have long been available for the merging of straight
Ðeld linesÈthat is, magnetic annihilationÈbut these
involve no change in the Ðeld topology (Clark 1964 ; Son-
nerup & Priest 1975). As a result, reconnection theory has
often tended to rely on a controversial mixture of quasi-
linear, semianalytic modeling and numerical simulations at
unrealistically high plasma resistivities (see reviews by
Forbes & Priest 1987 and Biskamp 1994).
Recently, however, it has become clear that exact analytic
solutions can be developed for the nonlinear reconnection
problem. The essential step is to allow shearing motions, as
well as compressive Ñows, to drive the reconnection (Craig
& Henton 1995). Such solutions were initially constructed
for planar incompressible merging, but they generalize very
naturally to time-dependent, three-dimensional situations
(Craig & Fabling 1996, 1998 ; Watson & Craig 1997a,
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1997b ; Craig & McClymont 1997). The main limitation of
these solutions is the ““ reduced dimensionality ÏÏ of the
intense current structures that produce the ohmic dissi-
pation. These are current sheets in ““ fan reconnection ÏÏ and
tubular structures in ““ spine reconnection. ÏÏ Either way,
there is at least one ignorable dimension along which the
current uniformly extends.
A related difficulty is the ““ pressure problem ÏÏ experi-
enced by all analytic merging solutions (see Inverarity &
Priest 1996 ; McClymont & Craig 1996). It is found that
unbounded hydromagnetic pressures are required to
sustain the dissipation rate in the limit of small plasma
resistivities. Although on physical grounds the merging rate
must always saturate at some level, the models developed so
far do not saturate naturally ; saturation has to be imposed
externally by limiting the pressure in the reconnection
region. This difficulty is an artifact of an analytic formula-
tion that e†ectively negates the nonlinear feedback terms
required for pressure saturation (see ° 3.7).
The aim of the present paper is to construct more general
reconnection solutions by extending the analytic formula-
tion of the planar reconnection problem. The approach we
adoptÈwhich assumes that any Ðeld can be resolved into
the superposition of a global, slowly evolving component
and a transient, localized disturbanceÈis formally exact,
time-dependent, and includes viscous as well as ohmic dissi-
pation at the outset. This has the advantage of allowing all
previous planar solutions, based on one-dimensional
current sheets, to be recovered as special cases. The main
drawback is that solutions involving two-dimensional
current structures must be constructed numerically in
general.
The problem is formulated in ° 2. In ° 3 we describe how
previous analytic solutions can be interpreted within the
present framework. In particular, we derive analytic scaling
laws for the resistive dissipation and explain how the
boundedness of the pressure implies a natural satura-
tion of the reconnection rate. In ° 4 we present detailed
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reconnection solutions for the case of periodic geometries.
We compare the analytic theory of ° 3 with computed
scaling laws and describe the details of the merging rate
saturation. Our conclusions are presented in ° 5.
2. PLANAR RECONNECTION EQUATIONS
2.1. Introduction
We assume that the plasma is governed by the incom-
pressible, resistive MHD equations. We adopt non-
dimensional units in which Ñuid velocities are expressed in
units of the speed at some speciÐed point in theAlfve n
reconnection region, which we take as the interior of the
square 0 ¹ o x o , o y o¹ 1. The momentum and induction
equations govern the evolution of the and B Ðelds. These¿
have the general form
L¿
Lt
] (¿ Æ $)¿\ J Â B [ $p ] l$2¿ , (1)
LB
Lt
[ $ Â (¿ Â B)\ g$2B , (2)
where J \ $ Â B is the current density, p is the plasma
pressure, and we have normalized the density to unity. Here
l and g are dimensionless constants that determine the level
of viscous and resistive damping.
In the present case z is an ignorable coordinate, and so
we can use Ñux and stream function representations for the
magnetic and velocity Ðelds. With
B(x, y, t)\ $t Â zü , ¿(x, y, t)\ $/ Â zü , (3)
the constraints are automatically satis-$ Æ B \$ Æ ¿\ 0
Ðed. The planar reconnection problem now reduces to
coupled scalar equations for the potentials /(x, y, t) and
t(x, y, t).
2.2. Scalar Potential Equations
We use the Poisson bracket notation,
[t, /]\ t
x
/
y
[ t
y
/
x
, (4)
with and so on, to write the momentum andt
x
\ Lt/Lx
induction equations in the form
$2/
t
] [$2/, /]\ [$2t, t]] l$4/ , (5)
t
t
] [t, /]\ g$2t . (6)
Note that we have eliminated the plasma pressure by
working with the curled form of the momentum equation.
What is the signature of magnetic reconnection? A neces-
sary condition for rapid topological change is the advection
of Ñux across surfacesÈmagnetic separatricesÈthat delin-
eate topologically distinct regions of the Ðeld. Since the
bracket [t, /] represents the advection of the\ (¿ Â B) Æ zü
Ðeld by the Ñow, reconnection is signaled by a nonvanishing
advection bracket on some separatrix of the Ðeld (as dis-
cussed by Watson & Craig 1998).
2.3. Global Energy Dissipation
The sum of the resistive and viscous losses, that is,
Wg ] Wl \
P
(gJ2] l)2)dV , (7)
where and determines)\$ Â ¿\[$2/zü J \ [$2tzü
global energy losses of the Ñuid. In the present formulation
the plasma resistivity g is an inverse Lundquist number of
order 10~12 in the solar corona. The ohmic dissipation rate
is therefore negligible unless the plasma contains strongWgcurrents associated with near-singular regions of the mag-
netic Ðeld. In particular, if magnetic reconnection is to be
signiÐcant as an energy conversion mechanism, current
sheets must develop to maintain an appreciable ohmic dissi-
pation rate.
Turning now to viscous dissipation and noting the order-
ing g > l> 1 (Spitzer 1967), it might be thought that the
viscous losses should always dominate the global energyWldecay. But it should be remembered that only resistive
reconnection can remove topologically bound magnetic
energy from the system: viscosity, in common with all other
nonresistive damping mechanisms, is ine†ective in this
regard. It follows that large current densities can be
expected to accompany any disturbance that alters the Ðeld
topology, independent of the level of the Ñuid viscosity.
2.4. Quasi-steady and T ransient Fields
To develop solutions we break each scalar Ðeld into
quasi-steady and transient components. As motivation, we
note that in the usual model of antiparallel magnetic
merging, a quiescent Ñow Ðeld is required to advect Ðeld
lines towards the neutral point. The only small length scale
that develops is associated with the steep magnetic Ðeld
gradients of the current sheet. In more general reconnection
solutions, which involve transient disturbances (nonlinear
waves) superposed onto global magnetic Ðelds, small length
scales are present in the Ñow as well as the Ðeld. In all cases
a global Ðeld is required.
In what follows we consider the decomposition
/\ a(t)K(x, y) ] f (x, y, t) , (8)
t\ b(t)K(x, y) ] g(x, y, t) , (9)
where K represents the spatial part of a slowly evolving
background Ðeld. We assume that a and b change very
slowly in comparison to the Ðelds f (x, y, t) and g(x, y, t),
which represent transient, rapidly evolving disturbances.
The key point is that, for arbitrary amplitude disturbance
Ðelds, the momentum and inductions equations naturally
split into quiescent and transient Ðeld components.
Note that the form we take for the background Ðeld cor-
responds to Ñow along the Ðeld lines when f \ g \ 0 and b
is nonvanishing. Although, in principle, we can replace the
background Ðeld in equation (9) by an arbitrary function of
K and still maintain this condition, we have not yet been
able to exploit this freedom in constructing reconnection
solutions.
2.5. T he Quasi-steady Field
Consider the splitting of the induction equation (6).
Assuming equations (8) and (9) we Ðnd that
g
t
] [bK ] g, aK ] f ]\ g$2g , (10)
b5K \ gb$2K . (11)
Equation (11) immediately implies that
b5 \ [gjb , $2K \ [jK , (12)
where j is a separation constant.
These equations must be consistent with the momentum
equation (5). The splitting of equation (5) gives the back-
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ground Ðeld equation
a5 $2K ] (a2[ b2)[$2K, K]\ la$4K . (13)
The second term vanishes by equation (12), and so equation
(13) naturally separates. Consistency requires that we again
choose j as the separation constant. The only new con-
straint is and so we conclude thata5 \ [lja,
a \ a0 exp ([ljt) , b \ b0 exp ([gjt) ,
$2K \ [jK , (14)
determines the form of the background Ðeld. Note that,
although our analysis is exact, we must choose j of order
unity to maintain our interpretation of K(x, y) as a global
background Ðeld.
2.6. T he Disturbance Fields
We return now to the equations for the disturbance Ðelds.
It is instructive to write these in a form that isolates the
advection of the background Ñow. Using $2K \ [jK from
equation (14), the momentum equation gives
$2f
t
]
C
($2] j)
A
f[ b
a
g
B
, aK
D
\[$2g, g][ [$2f, f ]] l$4f , (15)
while the induction equation (6) simpliÐes to
g
t
]
C
g [ b
a
f, aK
D
\ g$2g ] [ f, g] . (16)
To pursue analytic solutions we must simplify some of
the brackets. By setting brackets to zero we generally
impose some form of conservation law or symmetry on the
solution. One possibility is to explore one-dimensional dis-
turbance Ðelds for which brackets such as [$2g, g] vanish
identically. This construction in fact provides the basis of
the analytic reconnection models discussed in ° 3.
2.7. Boundary Conditions
We have yet to discuss the symmetry or boundary condi-
tions imposed on the merging problem. For incompressible
merging the reconnection geometry of interest is either
periodic or ““ open, ÏÏ in the sense that material can enter and
leave the reconnection region. A combination of both con-
ditions is also possible. For the moment we shall assume
only that reconnection is driven by inÑows through the
physically equivalent surfaces x \ ^1. In ° 3 we describe
solutions that assume one-dimensional disturbance Ðelds :
these generally require open inÑow and outÑow bound-
aries ; however, periodicity in one direction is also possible
(as in ° 3.8). In ° 4 we concentrate on constructing two-
dimensional disturbance Ðelds for doubly periodic solu-
tions.
3. THEORY OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL DISTURBANCE FIELDS
3.1. Introduction
In this section we present a theoretical framework for
incompressible merging based on the evolution of one-
dimensional disturbance Ðelds. Our purpose is to derive
simple analytic scaling laws for the energy dissipation,
which can be used for comparison with more general
merging problems, in particular, those associated with
periodic reconnection geometries. We also show how an
unphysical pressure scaling in limit g ] 0 is a consequence
of assuming one-dimensional disturbance Ðelds.
3.2. Form of the Background Field
The formalism of ° 2 makes it very easy to recover pre-
vious reconnection solutions. These are based on ““ plane
wave ÏÏ forms
f \ f (x, t) , g \ g(x, t) , (17)
which reduce many of the brackets to zero,
[ f, g]\ [$2f, f ]\ [$2g, g]\ 0 . (18)
We note, for example, that the nonlinear ““ forcing terms ÏÏ
on the right-hand side of the momentum equation (15)
automatically vanish. Physically, this implies that magnetic
Ðeld disturbances can build up continually without feeding-
back on the Ñow, a problem to which we return in ° 3.7.
The induction equation (16) can only be consistent with
plane wave forms if K(x, y) is a linear function of y. The
possible solutions of equation (14) are therefore
K \ xy , K \ sin (ix)y , K \ sinh (ix)y , (19)
where i \ o j o1@2 is a constant of order unity. The Ðrst
member of equation (19) provides the only time-
independent background Ðeld : from equa-a \ a0, b \ b0tion (14). This provides the basis for the fast, steady-state
reconnection solution of Craig & Henton (1995), which we
discuss brieÑy in ° 3.4. Also of particular interest is the
sinusoidal model K \ sin (ix)y, which gives the possibility
of periodic inÑows into an assemblage of neutral points (see
° 3.8).
3.3. Disturbance Potentials for K \ xy
The harmonic Ðeld K \ xy allows the simplest reconnec-
tion solutions. On integrating the momentum equation (15)
twice, the equations for the disturbance potentials reduce to
f
t
] axf
x
\ 2af [ 2bg ] bxg
x
] lf
xx
, (20)
g
t
] axg
x
\ bxf
x
] gg
xx
. (21)
An important property of this system is that, for an inviscid
plasma or for a plasma in which l scales linearly with resis-
tivity, the explicit dependence on g can be removed by
letting x ] g1@2x. In such cases a universal small length
scale x D g1@2 can be associated with the merging problem.
Equations (20) and (21) must generally be solved numeri-
cally as a coupled system. Analytic progress can be made,
however, if we exploit the fact that global initial dis-
turbances must localize sufficiently before rapid dissipation
can set in (see ° 3.5). An alternative approach is to seek
reconnection solutions by specializing to the case of a
steady-state, inviscid plasma.
3.4. Steady-State Reconnection : K\ xy
In steady-state, the inviscid momentum equation (20) is
satisÐed by taking f \ bg/a. We assume b º 0 for deÐ-
niteness and take a \ 0 corresponding to inÑow towards
the plane x \ 0.
The induction equation (21) governs the form of g(x) :
E] a~xg@ \ gg@@ , a~4 (a2[ b2)
a
, (22)
where is a constant that determines the rate of ÑuxE4 g
tannihilation. Equation (22) has the formal hypergeometric
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function solution
g(x)\E
g
x2
2 1F2
A
1,
3
2
, 2,
a~
2g
x2
B
, (23)
from which the physical properties of the magnetic merging
can be deduced.
These equations describe the fast reconnection solution
of Craig & Henton (1995). The solution evidently requires
an open geometry, in which inÑow through the surfaces
x \ ^1 ( a \ 0) is matched by outÑow through y \ ^1.
For well-behaved solutions we also require a2[ b2 (see
° 3.5). Under these conditions the Ñow exhibits a narrow
shearing layer aligned to the current sheet of width
*x D g1@2 in which J D g~1. The case b \ 0 provides an
exception : all disturbance Ñows vanish, and the annihi-
lation solution of Sonnerup & Priest (1975) is recovered.
But in all cases the ohmic dissipation rate is superfast, WgDgJ2*x D g~1@2. This rate is maintained against reductions
in g by the increasing intensity of the ““ Ñux pile-up ÏÏ Ðeld at
the onset of the current layer.
It is important to emphasize that the main features of the
solutionÈin particular, the scaling laws for the ohmic
dissipationÈremain robust to the inclusion of Ñuid vis-
cosity (Fabling & Craig 1996). We now show that similar
scaling laws can be predicted on the basis of a completely
dynamic treatment.
3.5. T ime-dependent Disturbance Fields : K\ xy
The disturbances in equations (20) and (21) are plane
waves that, under the conditions of fast reconnection, local-
ize and grow as they approach the neutral point x \ 0. We
can derive scaling laws for the ohmic dissipation if we
assume an initial advection phase in which global dis-
turbances localize without appreciable energy losses, an
assumption justiÐed by the smallness of the resistivity.
For the moment we work with the magnetic and velocity
Ðelds rather than with the potentials. Writing
V (x, t)\ [f
x
, Y (x, t)\ [g
x
, (24)
and introducing the comoving frame
q\ t , m \ x exp ([at) , (25)
recovers the inherent symmetry in the velocity and mag-
netic Ðelds :
Vq \ bmYm ] aV [ bY ] le~2aqVmm , (26)
Yq\ bmVm [ aY ] bV ] ge~2aqYmm . (27)
For the initial advection phase we set l\ g \ 0 and
eliminate V from the system. The result is a Kline-Gordon
equation for the Ðeld :
Yqq \ b2Yss] (a2[ b2)Y , s \ ln m . (28)
The possibility of growth in the solution follows from the
Ðnal term in equation (28) ; a necessary condition is clearly
a2[ b2[ 0. However, the second term shows that wave
modes are present for governed by the characteristicsb D 0
s ^ bq. These modes arise from tension (curvature) in the
Ðeld lines and are oscillatory in character : they reÑect the
elastic properties of the magnetic medium and are absent in
the purely compressional annihilation mode b \ 0. In real
space the characteristics are given by
C` \ xe~(a~b)t , C~\ xe~(a`b)t , (29)
and so with a \ 0 all disturbances are inward propagating,
provided that o a o[ b. These conditions are necessary for
growth in the Ðeld.
3.6. Fast and Slow Reconnection Solutions : K\ xy
How are the characteristics related to the formation of
current sheets in the Ñuid? Let us Ðrst dispense with the case
of slow reconnection a2\ b2. Although global disturbances
can rapidly localize to the g1@2 length scale (on the C`
characteristic with a \ 0), the absence of growth in the Ðeld
implies that only relatively weak current sheets can form.
Such sheets obey the slow Sweet-Parker scalings Y D g0,
J D g~1@2, as discussed in ° 3.8.Wg D g1@2,More interesting is the case of fast reconnection. A
detailed analysis of the (three-dimensional) problem has
been given by Craig & Fabling (1998), and we shall provide
only a summary discussion here. The key point is that, for
global initial disturbances, the advection phase has two
timescales determined by the rates
aB\ a2^ b2
a
. (30)
These rates are negative under the growth/localization con-
ditions a \ 0, a2[ b2. The rapid a` timescale is associated
with ““ equalizing ÏÏ the magnetic and velocity Ðelds (at the
level V ^ bY /a) outside the current layer. Large currents
are built up on a much slower timescale, at least for g
sufficiently small. The rapidly localizing equalization wave
acts as a precursor for the slow Ðeld build-up, which takes
the form
Y (x, t) ^ Y0(m~)e~a
~t , m~\ xe~a~t , (31)
where is the initial Ðeld proÐle.Y0The growth of the Ðeld is eventually arrested by resistive
di†usion (see also Zweibel 1998). We can estimate a current
localization time by assuming that eventually becomesgY
xxcomparable to Y
t
:
T ^
1
2 o a~o ln
o a~o
g
. (32)
By this time a current layer of width *x D m~ea~T D g1@2
has been achieved. Accordingly, we determine the ““ current
maximum ÏÏ scalings
Y D g~1@2 , J D g~1 , Wg^ gJ2*x D g~1@2 . (33)
These rates are consistent with those predicted by the
steady-state, fast reconnection model of ° 3.5. Note that,
although the equalization phase is absent in the case of
magnetic annihilation, equations (32) and (33) can still be
applied (with b \ 0).
3.7. T he Pressure Problem for Fast Reconnection Solutions :
K \ xy
Using the primitive momentum equation (1), we recover
the plasma pressure in the reconnection region :
p(x, y, t) \ p0(t) [
1
2
[a2(x2] y2) ] Y 2][ byY . (34)
The fact that Y 2 scales as g~1 for fast reconnection implies
that the pressure must increase to unphysical levels as
g ] 0. This is the pressure problem mentioned in ° 1. The
physical implication is that the disturbance Ðeld amplitudes
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FIG. 1.ÈTypical fast reconnection solution for a singly periodic one-dimensional disturbance Ðeld. The solution is shown at the time of maximum current
for the time-dependent background Ðeld model with K \ sin (ix)y.
cannot be arbitrary ; rather, they must be limited to levels
that ensure plausible pressures at realistic plasma
resistivities. Obviously, it makes little physical sense to
allow the pressure in the sheet to exceed the ““ external ÏÏ
hydromagnetic pressures that drive the inÑows. The fact
that this limit must be imposed externallyÈby restricting
the Ðeld amplitudes on the inÑow boundariesÈcan be
viewed as a defect of the present analytic treatment that
arises as an artifact of taking strictly one-dimensional dis-
turbance Ðelds.
3.8. T ime-dependent Background Fields : K\ sin (ix)y
We now consider singly periodic, one-dimensional dis-
turbance Ðelds associated with the potentials
/\ a(t)y sin (ix)] f (x, t) , t\ b(t)y sin (ix)] g(x, t) ,
(35)
where a and b satisfy equation (14). These forms allow the
possibility of modeling a periodic assemblage of neutral
points, aligned along the x-axis : speciÐcally, the choice
i \ n corresponds to inÑow planes at x \ 0, x \ ^2,
x \ ^4 . . . .
A typical fast solution, determined by a numerical treat-
ment of equation (35), is shown in Figure 1. These proÐles
g \ 0.003, l\ 0) were obtained at the(a0\ [1, b0 \ 0.5,time of maximum current and derive from the initial condi-
tions f \ 0, g(x,0)\ sin (nx).
Although the previous theory cannot strictly be applied
to sinusoidal inÑows, we expect the physical arguments to
remain valid. In particular, the scalings of equation (33)
might be expected to apply to any inÑow proÐle that
approximates stagnation point Ñow near the neutral point.
Figure 2a conÐrms that, for 0.25, 0.5, the computedb0\ 0,maximum current follows very closely the fast J D g~1
scaling of equation (31). An exception is provided by the
case which has a slow J D g~1@2 scaling, asb0\ 1.1,expected by violation of the growth condition a2º b2.
Similarly, the computed localization time of Figure 2b
(identiÐed as the time of current maximum) is in good
accordance with the expected ln g trend of equation (32).
FIG. 2a FIG. 2b
FIG. 2.È(a) Plot of the maximum current vs. resistivity for the time-dependent background Ðeld model K \ sin (ix)y for (asterisks),b0\ 0 b0\ 0.25(crosses), (squares), and (triangles). The upper dashed line represents the fast theoretical scaling J D g~1, and the lower dashed line refers tob0\ 0.5 b0\ 1.1the slow J D g~1@2 scaling. (b) Localization time (the time to current maximum) vs. resistivity for the same runs described in (a).
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This time is considerably reduced for the case b0\ 1.1,since the current maximum now occurs on the timescale of
the fast C` characteristic : there is no slow build-up of the
Ðeld as in the fast reconnection solutions. Of course, a strict
identiÐcation with T in equation (32) makes little sense,
since b is time-dependent in the present calculation.
The present computations also illustrate the pressure
problem of ° 3.7. Since plane wave disturbance Ðelds cannot
feed back on the background ÑowÈthe brackets in equa-
tion (18) vanishÈthe scalings of Figure 2 can be extrapo-
lated down to arbitrarily small values of g. It follows that
the pressure in the sheet must rise to unphysical levels as
g ] 0.
Finally, we mention a further problem associated with
one-dimensional sheets sustained by sinusoidal inÑows. If
the pressure is regarded as unconstrained, the problem
admits solutions in which the disturbance Ðelds grow expo-
nentially with time at a rate independent of the plasma
resistivity ! This unphysical behavior is the result of energy
being bled out of the inÐnite background Ðelds. Two-
dimensional disturbance Ðelds eliminate this problem.
4. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTIONS IN DOUBLY PERIODIC
GEOMETRIES
4.1. Introduction
We now turn to developing reconnection solutions in
doubly periodic geometries. As a background Ðeld we take
a \ [exp ([2ln2t) , b \ b0 exp ([2gn2t) ,
K(x, y)\ 1
n
sin (nx) sin (ny) , (36)
corresponding to the wavenumber i \ n. The initial form of
the magnetic disturbance is one-dimensional
f (x, y, 0) \ 0 , g(x, y, 0) \ g0
n
cos (nx) , (37)
but a two-dimensional solution eventually develops. Note
that the background Ðeld K has period 2 in both x and y,
and therefore the disturbance Ðelds must also be periodic
over this domain. The frequency of the disturbance Ðeld can
in fact be any integer multiple of this fundamental fre-
quency.
We construct solutions by means of a centered Ðnite dif-
ference scheme for the potentials of equations (5) and (6). In
practice the momentum equation (5) updates the auxiliary
vorticity variable )\ [$2/ : the velocity potential / is
then recovered by inverting the fast Fourier transform of ).
We use a two-step explicit code whose stability, for small
resistivities and viscosities, is determined by the CFL condi-
tion.
4.2. T he Role of b in Merging Solutions
Figure 3 shows contours of the stream and Ñux function
at the time of current maximum for a typical run
(g \ l\ 0.001, These resultsa0\ [1, b0\ 0.5, g0\ 0.1).conÐrm that the magnetic and velocity Ðelds have the
neutral point structure anticipated by the Craig-Henton
solution (° 3.4). As expected, the current is concentrated into
quasiÈone-dimensional sheets whose length extends
throughout most of the convection cell. The vorticity also
has an equally rich structure. Evidence of shearing in the
Ñow proÐle is apparent but relatively minor. The shearing
gradually disappears as b0] 0.The numerical results suggest that b loses some of its
signiÐcance for two-dimensional disturbance Ðelds. Recall
that, in the analytic solutions of ° 3, a Ðnite b was required
to obtain true X-point merging, that is, to obtain reconnec-
tion rather than annihilation solutions. In the present
example all current sheets are of Ðnite length, and in the
absence of shearing (b \ 0) all separatrices are physically
identical. This accords with the classical reconnection
picture in which both di†usion and advection are required
to transfer Ñux across the separatrices (Watson, Priest, &
Craig 1998). The role of b therefore is to transfer energy
from the magnetic Ðeld to the velocity Ðeld by inducing a
shearing component in the Ñow. Note that (e.g., in Fig. 5c)
the presaturation velocity amplitudes increase with b. It
follows that b inÑuences the strength of the magnetic sling-
shot that evacuates plasma from the vicinity of the neutral
point.
4.3. Nonlinear Saturation
Aside from the phenomenology of magnetic merging, we
are interested in the scalings of the current sheets and the
possibility of stalling at sufficiently low values of the plasma
resistivity. To this end it is convenient to choose smallg0enough to ensure that disturbance Ðelds of order unity are
achieved for computationally accessible resistivities, say
g \ O(10~3). In Figure 3, the disturbance Ðelds are begin-
ning to interact with the background Ðeld, but the e†ect is
not yet sufficient to induce stalling ; further reductions in g
are required.
We expect stalling to occur when the magnetic pressure
in the current sheet becomes comparable to the O(1) hydro-
magnetic pressure associated with the background Ðeld.
Figure 4 shows the e†ect that varying the initial Ðeld ampli-
tude has on the ohmic dissipation rate for a typical set ofg0simulations Although the standard run(b0 \ 0). (g0\ 0.3)shows a fall-o† in the dissipation rate for g \ 10~3, the
decline is postponed to lower resistivities for smaller ampli-
tude disturbances 0.03, 0.01, respectively). Equally(g0\ 0.1,noteworthy, the fast scaling for the low-amplitude pertur-
bations 0.03 closely approximates the analyticg0 \ 0.01,prediction of ° 3.6, namely, represented by theWgD g~1@2,lower dashed line in the diagram. This suggests that the
plane wave merging theory provides a useful model for fast
reconnection, at least in the presaturation regime.
What happens when Ðeld saturation occurs? By
assuming that the Ðeld saturates at a level independent of
resistivity and taking an g1@2 length scale for the quasiÈone-
dimensional sheet that develops, we obtain the following
scalings :
Y D g0 , J D g~1@2 , WgD g1@2 . (38)
Note we have used the notation of ° 3 and used Y to rep-
resent the magnitude of the y-component of the magnetic
Ðeld. It is instructive to compare these scalings with the
scalings of the presaturation regime, given by equation (33).
The new slow g1@2 scaling for essentially an instantane-Wg,ous Sweet-Parker relation, is shown by the upper dashed
line in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows the e†ect of the Ðeld saturation for three
di†erent values of The results were obtained for a Ðxedb0.initial disturbance amplitude and they refer to theg0\ 0.3,Ðrst implosion only. Figure 5a shows the turnover from a
FIG. 3a
FIG. 3b
FIG. 3.È(a) Contour plots of the stream and Ñux functions and current and vorticity for a fast reconnection solution in doubly periodic geometry. This
solutions has the background Ðeld K \ sin (nx) sin (ny)/n and the contours are drawn at the time of maximum current. (b) Surface plot of the current.
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FIG. 4.ÈPlot of ohmic dissipation rate vs. resistivity with forb0\ 0four di†erent values of the initial disturbance amplitude : (squares),g0\ 0.3(crosses), (asterisks), and (triangles).g0\ 0.1 g0\ 0.03 g0\ 0.01
fast to a slow ohmic dissipation rate, whereas Figure 5b
shows the change in the scaling for the peak current that
occurs at the end of the Ðrst implosion. Figure 5c shows a
plot of the maximum Ðeld (solid lines) and velocities
(dashed-dotted lines) at the time of peak current. The peak
velocities are noticeably smaller than the peak magnetic
Ðelds in the fast reconnection regime, g [ 10~3, especially
for In fact there is quite a good agreement with theb0\ 0.relation obtained from the steady-state analysis f \ bg/a
(see Craig & Henton 1995). Once stalling has occurred,
however, the disturbance speed becomes quite signiÐcant,
certainly comparable to the speed of the background Ñow.
Plots of the Ñow Ðeld for these saturated solutions conÐrm
that the background Ðeld structure is strongly modiÐed by
the e†ect of back-pressures in the sheet.
4.4. Beyond the First Implosion
Unfortunately, the discussion on saturation given above
and the straightforward modiÐcation of the one-
dimensional theory that goes with it are restricted to the
Ðrst implosion. What happens after the Ðrst implosion is far
more complicated. In the presaturation regime the peak
current associated with the Ðrst implosion is always the
largest current attained throughout the simulation. Once
solutions enter the saturation regime this is no longer neces-
sarily the case. Figures 6aÈ6c show plots of the maximum
current over the computational mesh versus time. Figure 6a
shows the typical behavior of the maximum current for a
presaturation solution. The Ðrst peak is the dominant one,
and it is followed by a regular procession of subsequently
weaker peaks. Figure 6b shows a solution just at the onset
of saturation. The Ðrst peak is no longer the dominant one ;
however, the regular pattern of the later peaks is main-
tained. Figure 6c shows a solution well within the satura-
tion regime. The later peaks have become decidedly more
chaotic, and some of them are signiÐcantly larger than the
Ðrst peak.
As yet we have no theory to explain the behavior past the
Ðrst implosion. In the presaturation regime this does not
present much of a problem, since the Ðrst implosion is the
most signiÐcant phase of the reconnection process. Once
FIG. 5a
FIG. 5b
FIG. 5c
FIG. 5.È(a) Ohmic dissipation rate vs. resistivity for Ðxed amplitude
initial disturbances, (squares), (triangles), andg0\ 0.3 : b0\ 0 b0\ 0.25(crosses). (b) Maximum current vs. resistivity. (c) Maximum veloc-b0\ 0.5ity and magnetic Ðeld vs. resistivity. In all cases the two dashed lines refer
to the fast and slow theoretical scalings.
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FIG. 6.ÈPlots of maximum current vs. time for (a) a presaturation
solution (g \ l\ 0.001, and (b) a solution at the onsetb0\ 0, g0\ 0.03),of saturation (g \ l\ 0.000178, and and (c) a post-b0\ 0, g0\ 0.03),saturation solution (g \ l\ 0.0001, andb0\ 0.25, g0\ 0.03).
the solutions saturate, however, the nonlinear nature of the
problem readily becomes apparent. A much stronger coup-
ling between the disturbance Ðelds and the background Ðeld
develops, which rapidly destroys the quasiÈone-
dimensional form of the problem. To our knowledge the
phenomena of this interaction, and ensuing modiÐcations of
the dissipation rate, have not yet been extensively explored
in literature (see brief discussions in Biskamp 1994 ; Craig,
Henton, & Rickard 1993 ; McClymont & Craig 1996).
4.5. Summary
It is clear that two-dimensional disturbance Ðelds o†er a
far more complete view of reconnection than the plane wave
Ðelds required by analytic theory of ° 3. In the Ðrst place we
have seen that current sheet lengths are now Ðnite and that
reconnection occurs even for purely compressional merging
with b \ 0, in contrast to the one-dimensional sheet theory.
However, in the presaturation regime, current sheets
remain nearly one-dimensional, even in the cellular
geometry. That is why the ““ superfast ÏÏ analytic scaling laws
hold to a good approximation, at least before saturation
sets in. In agreement with previous arguments (Watson &
Craig 1997a, 1997b ; Craig, Fabling, & Watson 1997), our
examples show that saturation occurs when the disturbance
Ðeld amplitudes become comparable to the amplitude of the
background Ðelds that drive the Ñow.
We have not yet addressed the question of what happens
after the Ðrst implosion when the Ðeld amplitude saturates.
Biskamp (1994) suggests that the reconnection rate reverts
to Sweet-Parker, and this certainly seems to hold true for
the Ðrst implosion. However, McClymont & Craig (1996),
using a compressible code in a closed X-point geometry,
show that following the initial implosion, successive
bounces can enhance the dissipation rate. Preliminary
investigations using the present code also suggest that a
kind of MHD pumping can lead to successively increasing
current maxima in the saturation regime (see Fig. 6). To
what extent the dissipation rate is enhanced by this behav-
ior is unclear at present.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The planar reconnection problem for a resistive, viscous
plasma has been discussed. We have shown that solutions
can be constructed by superposing localized, transient dis-
turbances onto large-scale, quiescent background Ðelds.
The background Ðeld must satisfy $2K \ [jK to qualify
as an appropriate global Ðeld (see ° 2.3). The disturbance
Ðelds are unrestricted in form; hence previous analytic
reconnection solutions based on ““ plane wave ÏÏ dis-
turbances are easily recovered as special cases.
Analytic merging solutions were discussed in ° 3.
Although reconnection solutions involving shearing Ñows
can be developed, the assumption of plane wave dis-
turbances, made for analytic tractability, restricts all current
sheets to strict one-dimensionality. This e†ectively pre-
cludes the nonlinear ““ feed-back ÏÏ between the disturbance
Ðelds and the background Ñow: formally the disturbance
Ðelds can have unrestricted amplitudes. The pressure
problemÈthat is, the continual increase in the pressure in
the reconnection region as g ] 0Èis really an artifact of
this e†ect. As a result, realistic merging rates can be deduced
only by limiting, retrospectively, the hydromagnetic pres-
sure of the current sheet to that of the background Ðeld.
This Ðx is not required when the assumption of one-
dimensionality is dropped : the sheet pressure saturates
naturally at a level depending on the plasma resistivity, and
the disturbance Ðeld amplitudes.
In ° 4 we considered reconnection driven by a cellular,
periodic background Ðeld, namely, K D sin (nx) sin (ny). In
the presaturation regime, quasiÈone-dimensional current
sheets were observed with the ““ superfast ÏÏ scalings,
*x D g1@2 , J D g~1 , WgD g~1@2 . (39)
This behavior accords with analytic models based on one-
dimensional disturbances in an open Ñow geometry (see
° 3.5) and can lead to the energy dissipation characteristics
of a modest Ñare (Craig et al. 1997). How these relationships
are modiÐed in the post saturation stage is largely
unknown, but there is some evidence of signiÐcant dissi-
pation even when the Ðeld amplitude is saturated. What can
be said is that, although the saturated dissipation rate on
the Ðrst implosion reverts to a slow Sweet-Parker scaling,
the Ðrst bounce no longer appears to release the bulk of the
free energy.
But even in the absence of saturation, we cannot expect
scaling law (39) to hold universally : Watson & Craig 1997b
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have already given an analytic example of multiple scalings
when two neutral points are present. More speciÐcally, in
simulations of the coalescence instability (Biskamp &
Welter 1980 ; Rickard & Craig 1993), the width of the sheet,
prior to saturation, scales not as g1@2 but as *x D g2@3. This
scaling, although less severe in terms of the pressure build-
up p D g~2@3, occurs at the expense of the magnetic energy
contained in the sheet (Craig et al. 1997) and represents an
equipartition between the magnetic and dynamic pressures
accumulated in the reconnection region (Litvinenko &
Craig 1998). In the context of the present study, it seems
likely that di†erent forms for the background Ðeld KÈor
even di†ering aspect ratios in the convection cellsÈcould
produce di†erent scalings for the dissipation rate. These
possibilities, along with the longtime behavior of post satu-
ration solutions, are currently being investigated.
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